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Abstract
Bioresorbable coronary scaffolds (BRS) may offer potential advantages compared to metallic DES, aiming 
to restore vessel patency without implanting a permanent prosthesis, which may be especially important for 
bifurcation treatment. On the other hand, there are some inherent limitations, which may impact on the wide-
spread use of BRS. In the current article we discuss the bench testing data and initial clinical results on BRS 
use in bifurcation lesions presented during European Bifurcation Club (EBC) meetings and review some of 
the limited number of published real-world registry results.
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Introduction
Several bioresorbable coronary scaffold (BRS) designs are cur-
rently available, constructed either from polymers or from magne-
sium alloy1-3. BRS may offer potential advantages compared with 
metallic DES, aiming to restore vessel patency without implant-
ing a permanent prosthesis, which may be especially important for 
bifurcation treatment. On the other hand, there are some inherent 
limitations, such as bulky profile and limited expansion capac-
ity, length of time for complete resorption of the Absorb (Abbott 
Vascular, Santa Clara, CA, USA) BRS (approximately four years), 
creation of “neointimal bridge” on jailed struts4, as well as the sig-
nals for increased early scaffold thrombosis demonstrated recently 
by two large all-comers registries, the GHOST-EU and AMC5,6, 
which may impact on the widespread use of BRS. The BRS which 
has been evaluated most is the bioresorbable everolimus-eluting 
scaffold Absorb (Abbott Vascular), with the publication of several 
studies with long follow-up7-9. However, the Absorb BRS has been 
clinically evaluated in simple lesions and the available randomised 
trials have excluded bifurcations with side branches (SB) exceeding 
or equal to 2 mm in diameter. Therefore, bifurcation management 
with BRS remains challenging. In the current article we discuss 
bench testing data and initial clinical results on BRS use in bifurca-
tion lesions presented during the 9th and 10th European Bifurcation 
Club (EBC) meetings, and review some of the limited number of 
published real-world registry results. The consensus reached repre-
sents a revision of the EBC recommendations for metallic DES10,11.

Provisional strategy utilising BRS
There is general agreement that a provisional strategy should be the 
default technique when BRS are used for bifurcation treatment11.

BRS SELECTION
Stent selection is still intensely debated: it seems to be a real dilemma 
as to which strategy should be recommended in different anatomies. 
The main problem is the restriction of dilatation of the BRS above 
0.5 mm of the reference diameter. One approach is to select the stent 
according to the distal reference of the main vessel (MV), similar to 
the recommendation for metallic stents. This strategy, however, may 
have restrictions when post-dilating the proximal MV due to the 
mechanical limitations of expanding the stent. In suitable anatomies, 
another strategy could be to select the stent according to the proxi-
mal MV diameter and to deploy at low pressure in order to avoid 
damaging the distal vessel, followed by adequate post-dilatation of 
the proximal segment11,12. However, the decision on sizing the stent 
according to the proximal or distal reference diameter depends on 
the individual coronary anatomy of the patient and is, in the end, the 
decision of the operator. Importantly, an Absorb BRS should not be 
used in bifurcations in which the proximal MV diameter is greater 
than the maximal recommended diameter of the BRS12,13.

BRS DEPLOYMENT
Similar to non-bifurcation lesions, balloon pressure should 
be increased progressively (2 atm every five seconds) up to 

nominal pressure: inflation duration of 30 seconds or more is 
recommended.

OPTIMISATION STRATEGIES
Based on Murray’s law, the proximal optimisation technique (POT) 
is recommended with BRS but restricted to non-compliant (NC) 
balloons 0.5 mm larger than the reference (the maximal recom-
mended diameter for the Absorb BRS because stretching with 
a larger diameter balloon may cause BRS strut fracture in the proxi-
mal vessel)13. While single strut fracture may have little clinical 
impact, multiple scaffold fractures and the protrusion of many 
struts into the lumen are likely to have adverse consequences14. To 
perform POT, an NC balloon is positioned with the distal balloon 
marker just proximal to the carina, and then inflated to expand to 
the diameter of the proximal segment11. This inflation decreases the 
angle of the ostium relative to the proximal MV segment, thus facil-
itating entry of a guidewire and balloon through the struts into the 
side branch. Bench testing has demonstrated that POT is safe and 
a mandatory step in provisional strategy15.

The next step is dilatation through the side of the scaffolds, which 
results in distortion inside the MV but also some protrusion of struts 
into the SB12,16. To avoid strut fracture, a side branch dilatation with 
a 3.0 mm NC balloon at a maximum of 10 atm could be used for 
a 3.0 mm Absorb BRS12. Final POT with an adequately sized NC 
balloon should be performed in the proximal MV to correct any 
scaffold malapposition created by side opening (the sequential 
strategy is “PSP”: POT+Side branch opening+final POT)15.

Routine final kissing balloon dilatation (FKBD) is not recom-
mended. Recently, FKBD with minimal overlap of two balloons 
was proposed, positioning the proximal marker of the SB bal-
loon in the MV immediately proximal to the SB ostium (“snug-
gle balloon dilatation” or “mini-FKBD”, depending on the length 
of SB balloon protrusion) and low-pressure inflation (safe thresh-
old at or below 5 atm for each NC balloon sized 1:1 to the distal 
vessel reference)12,17,18. Higher pressures increase the risk of strut 
fracture12. Final POT with an adequately sized NC balloon is rec-
ommended (but not essential) to correct any scaffold deformation 
in the proximal MV (the kissing strategy is “PKP”: POT+Snuggle 
Kissing+final POT)15. In bench testing, the PSP and PKP strate-
gies provided similar optical coherence tomography (OCT) and 
microcomputed tomography (micro-CT) results in the MV15. 
Intravascular imaging, especially OCT, is also recommended in the 
clinical setting to guide optimal Abosrb BRS implantation in bifur-
cation lesions11.

Two-stent techniques
Bench studies and several case reports have demonstrated the fea-
sibility of a number of planned two-stent techniques utilising either 
two BRS or a combination of BRS and DES6,19-25.

When SB stenting is required as a crossover from provisional, 
metallic DES or BRS implantation on the SB should be considered 
utilising for preference the T-stenting technique12,15. Preliminary 
experience with the TAP (T-stenting and small protrusion) technique 
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has also demonstrated sufficient SB lumen area without compro-
mising the MV18,24. A BRS may be considered for SB ≥2.5 mm and 
if the angle with the MV is favourable for the T technique. FKBD 
should be performed with sequential inflation (SB first followed 
by MV), and with sequential deflation (MV first followed by SB). 
FKBD should be performed at a low pressure to avoid scaffold dis-
ruption at the orifice of the SB, proximal MV scaffold overdilata-
tion and excessive shift of the scaffold neo-carina and interference 
with the MV after MV balloon deflation25.

According to bench testing data with OCT and micro-CT evalua-
tion, complex techniques like culotte and mini-crush stenting result 
in MV and SB lumen obstruction, and these techniques should be 
avoided in order to prevent scaffold strut fractures and excessive 
overlap related to the thickness of the struts11,12,15. Operators need to 
keep in mind that, in the case of culotte stenting, 300 μm of scaffold 
(Absorb BRS strut thickness ≈150 μm) remains in the overlapped 
region of the proximal MV and, in the case of mini-crush, the triple 
layer creates approximately 450 μm of scaffold on one side, though 
for a short distance24.

When a metallic DES is implanted in the SB as a first step in 
a planned two-stent strategy, the mini-crush and the sleeve tech-
niques have been reported17,23. In conclusion, it is generally agreed 

that implantation of BRS in bifurcations with SB diameter larger 
than 2 mm should be evaluated in randomised trials to facilitate the 
rapid creation of firm data on efficacy and safety for this promising 
new technology.

Summary
Bench testing data and initial clinical results of BRS use in bifurca-
tion lesions seem promising. Simple strategies, with MB stenting 
followed by POT, and, when needed, SB side opening and final 
POT or POT with mini-FKBD are recommended. Operators need to 
understand the difference in the mechanical characteristics of BRS 
and metallic DES and carefully select device and balloon size and 
pressures to be utilised. The present recommendations apply to the 
Absorb BRS and may need to be revised with other stent designs, 
including the magnesium alloy-based BRS which may have a more 
predictable behaviour, known from other metallic stents.
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